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Edington opponents say
they'll have enough votes

February leaves like a lamb ...

by Jim Thomsen
Co-editor

After last week's faculty senate decision to send a vote expressing confide.hce or no confidence in Provost Robert Edington to Central's nearly 400
faculty members, at least one
senator says the majority will
vote against the university's
N o. 2 man.
As expected, the faculty senate approved sending the vote
to the faculty at its Feb. 27
regular meeting by a near
three-fourths majority.
Edington, who said he would
considerresigningifmorethan
40 percent those voting expressed no confidence in him,
told the faculty senate he welcorned such a vote.
. "This opportunity to clear the
~;J,~t }?-~J.?,Ut"~~s ~~~IJ; <'
- · us · ana allow
t cr+ernerge
M

cifically endorse (that)."
As far as the 40 percent total
is concerned, Ken Hammond,
geography department chairman, said in an open letter to
faculty: "There is reason to believe to believe we will achieve
that total."
Robert Edington
At the faculty senate meeting, several senate represen- ment. "If the faculty is unintatives said they thought most formed, the vote will not have
instructors lacked the facts any validity whatsoever."
necessarytomakeaninformed
After the meeting, Charles
vote on Edington, whose man- McGehee, faculty senate chairagementpoliciesandstylehave man, said he proposed the idea
come under fire almost since of a faculty-wide forum to Edhe arrived at Central in 1988. ington,·who rejected the plan
., .t1'9e m~j<;>ri~. of.t!i~J~culty
~s - ~ in , fayo.r of, scheduling -me~tnot'C~efiruhvelyuifotmed, 91 said ing§ with small groups of mstronger," he said."~ hope the
l!.?ric Roth, senate :z:epresena- See BALLOTS; page 2
senate calls for a review. I spe- tive from the music depart------· ·
•

us

Bike thefts o' plenty reported
were not locked, said Teeples.
And if they were locked, the
Staff reporter
thieves either cut the lock or
took the whole bike with the
Someone else may be riding lock on it.
Some of the bikes taken were
your bicycle this spring.
expensive.
Six of the twenty
Campus police statistics show
were
valued
at over $450. One
20 bicycles valued at $6,220
were either stolen or stripped topped the scale at $1000.
Teeples estimated the total
of their parts in February worth
of bicycles stolen last
high numbers for one month,
said Al Teeples, campus police year at $51,000. If there are
more thefts like those in Febchief.
Most of the bicycles stolen ruary, this year's total would
were mountain bikes and most far exceed last year's figure.

by Mark Eaton

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Top: Central students (clockwise from left) Michael Liberato, Matt Ramerman, Michael Lackey, Shawn Anderson,
Pete Desanto and Greg Miller barbecue in the unusually
warm "spring" temperatures last Thursday.
Bottom: On Friday, senior Mark Heid walked to class after
the surprise appearance of newfallen snow.

Most stolen bicycles are not
recoveredandreturnedtotheir
owners.
"We recover a few," said
Teeples.
"But not as many as are st•0len."
Time and location ofthethef t s
are not patterned. They occur
allover campus andata1l tim<· f.;
of the day. For instance , a bi cycle was reported stolen b. ~ t
Thursday around noon from j 11

See BIKES I page 2

_____ __
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Edington: 'We
are involved in
an act that is ...
destructive'
From BALLOTS I page 1
structors from several acaderrdc departments to better
inform them about the issues
that led to the vote.
The ballot gives instructors
the option of expressing confidence, no confidence, claiming
a lack of information or abstaining. They are to be returned to McGehee's office by
March 13. The results will be
announced a few days later.
McGehee said the vote has no
precedent in his 21 years at
Central.
At the meeting, Edington expressed dismay that faculty
members with grievances did
not meet with him before bringing the issue before the Senate.
"I expressed to several chairs
(in the College of Letters, Arts,
and Sciences) my willingness
to talk," he said. "The offer was
rejected."
Hammond claimed Edington
"perhaps lied" in his statement
and had previously rejected
several invitations to meet.
He said Edington proposed
such meetings and then failed
to follow up on them.
Hammond said concerns
about Edington include "the
ntire academic planning procss under his direction, his
borted reorganization of the
chool of Professional Studies,
is propensity to interfere in
he operations of departments,
is willingness or refusal to alocate funds and staff to deartments."
The major issue, however,
Hammond said, "is the undeniably disruptive and negative
consequences that flow from
his methods and actions.
"Through word and deed the
Provost insults us with ploys
in his attempt to divide the
faculty .. .it is this Provost who
has created a situation of chaos
and concern sufficiently intolerable and widespread to cause
us to reach the point where a
vote of 'no confidence' is surely
in order."
Edingto.n , 55, came to Central from Clarion (Pa.) University in 1988, replacing Edward
Harrington. He has said that if
he does step down, he would
likely remain at Central as a
professor of political science.
"I do love this university," he
said. "I believe it has the potential for a bright future.
"Unfortunately, we are engaged in an act that is divisive
and destructive and leaves us
a weakened institution."

Suspe ted drug dealer arrested

A

j

North Hall
resident wa
arrested Su,day

night for deli ery
of a controlled substan e
marijuana•, said Al Te ples,
chief of campus police.
The man suspected o~
receiving the delivery ij.as ·
not been charged yet. ~olice
are waiting for a review of
the incident by the county
prosecuter to be completed,
said Teeples.
The arrest was part of an
ongoing investigation by
campus police and was the
first felony arrest for

CAMPUS COPS
by Mark Eaton
delivery of a controlled
substance this year, said
Teeples.
Teeples said campus police
have been investigating allegations and information
gathered over past few
months on the men, which
led them to the arrest.
''You could say we were in
the right place at the right

Club senate 'disgusted'
with proposed liquor ban
by J.R. Walker
Staff reporter

Sixty Club Senate members
unanimously "declared (their)
disgust" at the proposed House
Bill 1515, sponsored by Rep.
Mike Heavey, D-Seattle, which
would ban all alcohol on Washington state college campuses.
"I'm sorry they disagree it's a
serious concern," Heavey said,
upon hearing of the Club Senate referendum.
The referendum said, in part,
that there are other more pressing social issues within the
state, such as rising crime
rates, the homeless situation
and decreased funding for
higher education, that deserve

925-2

From BIKES I page 1
front of Mitchell Hall - one of
the highest traffic areas on
campus at that time.
One problem with recovering
stolen bicycles is the lack of
identification material. Bicycles can't be identified by
color and make. Police have to
have a serial number and most
owners don't have one, said

Te:ples.
Teeples suggests that bicycle
owners register their bike with
the campus police. He al~o
recommends bike owners
scratch their driver's license
numberinto the frame andlock
the bike with the U-bolt type
locks.
Teeples said a bike is hard to
sell ifit has the license number
scratched into it and for that
reason it might not be stolen in

The most comfortable
boat shoes onearth.

Women's • Men's
Navigation II

julia roberts

sleeping with
the enemy

~~· ~~·~~~~--~· - -~
Fri & Mon-Thurs (4;45), 7:00, 9:2U
Sat & Sun (2:30), (4:45), 7:00, 9:20

more attention than Heavey's

problem and it; might n"lak,.., if-

bill.

worse," he said.

the first place.
If police have the se~ial numher they can put tha~ mto both
the Washington Cnme Information Computer and the
National Crime Information
Computer which will raise the
chances ofrecovery if the bike
has been taken ou~ of the area.
Teeples said a certain amount
of bicycles are probably stolen
by individuals but that thefts
by an organized group could be

possible.
.
.Another puzzlmg aspect ~o
bicycle t~efts on cam pus is
":hen pohce do recover stolen
bicycles they often are not the
ones that were reported stolen, he said.
Campus police have a numher of bikes fitting that category.
"We have close to 100 (unreported) bikes we are getting
ready to sell," said Teeples.

FORT MAC
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962-3587

413 N. Main
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"A TBlRIFYINGLY GOOD
ROMANTIC
THRILLER..:'
- Pit 1:11111. WWllll-lY, NlW YOllll

The referendum was approved by Central's student
Board of Directors Feb. 26.
Heavey said one intent of the
bill is to help curb the increasing problem of date rape, often
linked to excessive alcohol consumption.
"It's just gotten out of hand,"
he said. Heavey said the members of club senate showed a
total disregard for safety in
their referendum.
With the approval of the referendum by the BOD, it's clear
"the student body comes out
strongly opposed to this bill,"
Johansen said.
"The students are concerned
with tb:e alcohol problem, but
this bill won't help solve the

More than $6 000 in bikes stolen so far this year

GRAND CENfRAL CINEMA
•student Discount Rates
*$3 Bargain Matinees

time," said Teeples.
Three officers were involved
in the arrest.
The officers saw the man
throw the marijuana from a
windew in North Hall to the
other man standing outside
the window, said Teeples.
Teeples described the
amount of marijuana. as
"small."

Teeples said the arrest
was made with no hassles.
"We like to do things quietly," he said.
"We went into North Hall
and out without drawing
much attention."
The 22-)'ear-old North
Hall resident is being held
in the Kittitas County jail
without bail.
The suspected buyer was
taken in for questioning
then released.
His role in the drug
transaction is being actively
investigatedby police, said
Teeples.

Padded nylon ankle collar.

Our exclusive "wxury Liner"™ makes Navigators the
most comfortable shoes going . . . . . 1 ~~'
Wherever you're goirig
" : ~I
1-Thar.1:1&·1 p.111;
Frl.1:11·1 p.11.
Sat. 1:11 • l:IO p.m.

420 Denier
nylon.

NOVA $looo
OFF
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$2995
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Reg. $3995
EVA midsole wedge.
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Housing needs should be studied locally
by Jonathan Modie
Olympia Observer bureau

A proposed state task force studying
student housing needs at four-year
colleges would be useless since such
studies are already taking place, higher
education officials said Feb. 28.
Michael S. Stewart, associate director
of business and computing affairs for
the Council of Presidents (COP), told
the House Housing Committee that
House Bill 2138 - which calls for the
formation of the task force - would do
more damage than good.
"We have some serious doubts as to
the need for the particular study outlined in this legislation," Stewart said..
He said student housing at each campus is particular only to the cities and
environments in which they are located.
"If the study were to be conducted, we
are not sure the study would relate to
all of our campuses, and the issue of
student housing is a very localized."
Dick Thompson, Central's director of
governmental, corporate and commu,. nity relations, agreed that only the
Ellensburg community knows the lo-·
gistics of its student housing problems.

"Why should we be sucked int0 a study
or dragged through all this mud because (Washington State University)
has a problem with married housing or
because other schools haven't kept
track?" Thompson asked.
But after the hearing, Rep. Dick N el-_
son, D-Seattle, sponsor of the bill, met
with representatives from the state's
four-year colleges, the COP and the
Washington Student Lobby to privately
discuss the controversial legislation.
The group agreed to make reports
available from each institution and
allow the COP and the state Higher
Education Coordinating Board to conduct the study rather than the 11member task force called for in the bill.
Thompson said he is happy with what
came out of the meeting with Nelson,
who is chairman of the committee.
"That is acceptable. We are satisfied
with the study to be done in conjuction
with the Council of Presidents and the
HEC Board," Thompson said.
Scott LaFromboise, executive director of WSL, had earlier said the purpose ofthe bill was to get the state more
involved in addressing the housing glut.
"It's important to understand we need

" ...It is the
administration's
responsibility to see
that those housing
needs are met.
If they're not met,
they should fire the
administrators."
- Dick Thompson
to have an objective view as much as
possible. That's the reason for the in·
volvement of the HEC Board," he said.
"(But) it's important to have as much
institutional input as possible. We're
realizing it's a delicate balance."
Thompson said: "We've already done
studies. We know exactly where we
stand housing-wise."
But Lorna Jackson, Central's student
vice president of political affairs, said
more can be done.
"The administration is always saying
there are no problems with housing,"

she said. "As far as the issue at hand,
we were definitely pushing for an obj ective body to implement a study on student housing.
"We didn't want the COP to do (the
study) because they would have a totally biased view. The COP would say
the housing is great. Everybody saw
what happened last year," she said,
referring to fall 1.1 ~.• arter's housing
crunch on Central's campus and in
Ellensburg.
Thompson contended the university
is doing its job.
"We provide an education, we don't
guarantee a religious experience," he
said. "We don't guarantee housing, we
don't guarantee ski trips on weekends.
"The students wanted the university
to be responsible for affordability of
housing. While we can be responsible
for it, we can't be responsible for the
limits in the private sector."
Thompson added: "What we see is
that for a certain percentage of the
students' housing needs, it is the
administration's responsibility to see
that those housing needs are met. If
they're not met, they should fire the
administrators."

Ganges Clean Up!
e Sat. March 9 at 9 a.m. e
(Starts at the
Davies Hall turnaround)
Sponsored by SANE/FREEZE and Residence Living

8th I Chestnut - 925-2467

Tressa Jamesfrhe Observer

Students from Louisiana Tech's Baptist Student Union performed skits based on Christian
beliefs last week in the SUB's amphitheater. Here, Randy Bradford is a student telling Matt
Canady (playing Jesus) he would spend time with him afterhe returns from a party.

Happy 4th
Birthday, Derekl
(You're the greatest)
Love, Auntie Darla

Plrtt

-------
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MON-THUR 7:00, 9:05
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MARCH14
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Finals Week Espresso
Special
$.99 Latte
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HONEY HILL FARMS@
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Remember Ken's offers car care
products to clean your car for Spring

2 Liter Coke

89¢
1013 E. 10th Ave. Open Daily 6AM-10PM
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New dining system Senate bill knocks
begins at.Holmes required retirement
by Kristen Kail Absher
Staff reporter

"We are trying to
bring students
out of a 60s
system and
into the 90s."

by Jonathan Modie
Observer Olympia bureau

of retirement benefits anc. social security.
The bill would also allow any
faculty member who chose to
retire before 70 to continue
working part time.
Part-time employment must.
not exceed 40 percent of full
time and the employment must
be recommended by the university.
"In many instances, it is much
less expensive to retain a faculty member than to hire a
new one," Durrant said. "This
may be much more important
in the future as higher education faces a faculty shortage.
Durrant said the University
of Washington and Eastern
Washington University both
. use a similar employment plan
where faculty age 70 and older
can work at 40 percent offulltime employment.
In 1986, Congress amended
the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act eliminating
age-based mandatory retiren;.ent at colleges and universities by Dec. 31, 1993.
So far, 26 institutions nationwide have eliminated the requirement altogether.
Statewide, about 120 faculty
members retire each year.
The House's version of the
bill, House Bill 1409, passed
the House Higher Education
Committee last month c nd is
being considered in the :1ules
Committee.

Holmes Dining Hall began a
Faculty members at the
new serving system last week,
state's colleges and universiin both the east and west dinties should be able to choose
ing areas, designed to increase
whether they want to retire or
speed of service to students.
continue working no matter
Holmes Dining Hall manager,
what their age, college officials
Bill Wood, said the new system
-Bill Wood
said Monday.
differs from serving in the past,
Sue Durrant, chair of the
because students are able to
view each entree being served these students efficiently, state's council of faculty representatives, told the Senate
before entering the food serv- .Wood said.
"We are trying to bring stu- Higher Education Committee
ice area. They can then decide
which to have and stand in the dents out of a 60s system and that the council supports the
bill eliminating the requireappropriate line for that par- into the 90s, '"Wood said.
At first some of the students ment that faculty members
ticular meal.
Before the system was put didn't like the change, but once retire at age 70.
The council represents 5,000
into use, students didn't know used to the system, students
what was being served until will enjoy the benefits of quick faculty members at the state's
they reached the front of the services created by the new ef- six four-year universities.
Durrant, a Washington State
food service line. This caused fi ~ency, Wood said.
"The system is a lot better," University faculty member,
unorganized, inefficient and
said student John Paynor. It said Senate Bill 5498 would
slow service, Wood said.
The new system is still in the speeds things up because it's allow faculty members age 70
developmental stages, he said. more organized, and efficiently and older to keep working if
they choose to starting July 1.
But once students are used to ru'1, Paynor said.
"We like it,'' said students
thewayitworks, speed of serv"Currently, higher education
ice will be increased by 100 Chad Rikard and Nick Nielsen. faculty are among the very few
percent.Alreadytheincreased "It saves till'e and people aren't employment groups that still
are required to retire at a speciservice has been fantastic, in our way."
"I think it's a little quicker, fied age," Durrant said. "At the
Wood said.
The system has proven suc- but I don't know if it's worth federal level, this specified age
cessful in a number of colleges their time to do it every day," of 7 0 will be eliminated Jan. 1,
said student Kurt Kenyon.
and universities, he said.
1994.
Wood intends to make many
SB 5498 is sponsored by Sen.
Wood first learned of the system at Western Washington more changes at Holmes~ to Alan Bluechell, R-Kirkland.
Durrant told the committee
University, in Bellingham. He better serve students.
Alreadv there have been bul- that currently instructors are
later implemented the system
at Big Bend Community Col- letin bo~rds added in the en- not required to work up to age
lege while working as a food trances of the dining hall and 70. She said many retire becomment cards have been re- tween ages 62 and 65 because
services director.
Wood decided to begin the new designed for improved student
system at Holmes because input, Wood said.
Future changes will include
several students have commented on slow service, espe- more surveys for menu purcially during the weekend poses and upgraded signs and
lighting fixtures in food servmeals.
MOUNTAIN RESORT
Holmes serves 600 to 750 ice areas, Wood said.
Wood
said
he
is
very
interstudents during the week and
about 1,200 on the weekends ested in student needs and is
when ·o ther dining halls are willing to makes changes, if
closed. An effective system possible, to improve student
must be used in order to serve relations and service.
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After a 100-hour ground war ends it, students respond to Operation Desert Storm
What is your opinion of the
Persian Gulf war and the
United States' involvement
now that it's over?

"(Bush) did what he should
have done in his posit\on. We
had to take a stand - what
were the consequences if we
did nothing?"
Laura Williams, senior
Public relations major
"It was not just for oil. It was
to free a country that's been
overrun by aggressors."
Lance Montgomery, senior
Geography major

"I'm hoping that the troops
come home and the cease fire
stays ceased."
Dan Sutich, senior
Special education major
"We got involved in it for the
wrong reasons. I don't think
we should have been there in
the first\place. I think (Bush)
did agoad job of achieving his
aims, although I don't think
they were noble ones."
Michael Trujillo, freshman
Spanish major

"I think there could have
been a more effective way of
dealing with Iraqi aggression
than the way our administration-did."
John Gaines, freshman
Pre-med major

"I think all the
stipulations ... should be met
before we leave - all the
POW s back and the Iraqis
out of Kuwait."
Mindy Gillespie, senior
ECE major
"We've got to help rebuild the
Middle East. We should also
have a trial for all the Iraqi
soldiers involved in the war
crimes."
Julie Longthorpe, senior
Public relations major

"I was opposed to the war
from the beginning and even
though we came out ahead even though we won - I still
question our right to be
there."
Josh Weiss, sophomore
Geography major
"It's great. We went in there
and kicked butt and got out."
Matt Waggoner, sophomore
Flight technology major

ing force, a rebuilding force
and partially an economic
force. But we need more
countries to be involved on
the economic side of it."
Montgomery

"To start getting the area
stabilized. Then we should
start pulling out, letting
them finish the job."
Steve Wisher, senior
Computer science major
Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Michael Trujillo
What should the role of the
United- States be in the Persian Gulf in the next few weeks
and months?

"We should be a peacekeep-

"I think we definitely have a
responsibility to rebuild
what we have so effectively
destroyed (including in
Iraq)."
Weiss
"The peacekeeping force
should be composed of
neutral nations that were

Iraq native: United States not facing
the real issue in the Gulf- hatred
by Suzy LeMoine
Staff reporter

Faik Ibraham, a native oflraq
who is now a U.S. citizen living
in Naches, has a different angle
than CNN on the events in the
Persian Gulf.
At a "Fireside Chat" last
Thursday in Kamala Hall,
Ibraham, 55, voiced his views
against the Persian Gulf war.
The United States, he said, is
not reaching the heart of the
problems in the Persian Gulf:
the "hatred" in the area as a
result of the war for territory
between the Arabs and the
Israelis.
"You have to neutralize the
soil so no weeds come out," he
said, referring to the attitude
of the people (the soil) and citizens such as Saddam Hussein
(a weed).
"I am not against the Iraqi
people, but against (Hussein),"
he said. "We're dealing with a
man who doesn't care for anyone except himself."
He blames Hussein for using
the Iraqi's hatred of both
America and its ally, Israel, to
bring people to his side like "a
magnet."
Ibraham advises the Israeli
people or government to "lend
the hand of friendship" to "put
the nail in (Hussein)'s coffin,"
instead ofresponding to Iraq's
actions with anger,
In reference to the border wars
in the Middle East, he said,
"for(the Arab) people, there is
no border."
One of his sons is in the U.S.
National Guard, but was not
deployed in Operation Desert

Storm.
Ibraham still has family in
Iraq. Two of his nephews are in
the Iraqi army.
He arranged to have his sister brought from Iraq to the
United States, but due to governmental tie-ups, she only got
as far as London. She may have
to reside there for five years.
Ibraham wrote a letter to President Bush asking for assistance
in the matter, but has received
no response yet.
Ibraham, born in Baghdad,
left for Holland in the 1950s to
study electrical engineering.
His wife, Willey, said he went
to Holland because "he thought
it was an English-speaking
country."
He discovered otherwise af-

ter hearing the flight attendants' dialect on the trip over,
she said.
Ibraham and his wife met in
Holland and married in 1958,
flying back to Iraq the same
day.
In 1969, Ibraham, working
for Volkswagen in Iraq, was
assigned to work for a
Volkswagen dealer in Yakima.
With his wife, two sons, and a
daughter in tow, Ibraham
arrived in the United States.
He quit the Volkswagen job
three months later to open his
own restaurant in Yakima, The
Flying Dutchman. He shut
that restaurant down and now
operates another, Babylon,
and also runs Trout Meadows,
a trout fishing area in Yakima.

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
Located next to campus
1011 N. Alder -- 962-2570

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Julie Longthorpe and Laura Williams

not actively involved in the
conflict."
Gaines

were fighting for will be
secured."
Williams

Up until what point should the
U.S. military stay in the Persian Gulf?

"Until the whole region is
stabilized again and until we
can honestly say nothing is ·
going to come up in their face
again."
Montgomery
"We should: make sure things
are going to go back to the
way they should be. We need
to be over there long enough
to make sure things are
guaranteed and what we

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Matt Waggoner

Attention:
The Observer needs YOU
Spring quarter!
If you would are interested
in a position as:
a reporter (credit available),
a photographer (same), or
the photo editor (credit and
a weekly sa_lary available)
call GIL NEAL at 963-1250
or write him at Bouillon 243
by March 15.

LEARN ABOUT
LAW SCHOOL
I

ADMISSIONS FAIR
SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1991
TIME:

LOCATION:

Dr. Myron
Linder

Dr. Sandy
Linder

Dr. Maynard
Linder

Sound Health Preferred Provider.
largest Chiropractic Center in Kittittas County.
Emergency calls and Saturday appointments available.

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Portland Hilton Hotel, Noith Galleria
921 S.W. Sixth Avenue
Portland, Oregon
(503) 226-1611

Meet with representatives of the following ADA-approved law schools:
California West.em School of Law
University of San Diego
Golden Gate University
Santa Clara University
Gonzaga University
Southwestern University
Lewis and Clark Law School
University of San Francisco
University of Puget Sound
Willamette University
Applications and financial aid information available.
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EDITORIAL
OBSERVANCE
BOD: Go back to
what you do best
t last week's infamous Faculty Senate meeting,
history professor Larry Lowther, in the context
of something else, said an interesting thing:
"The faculty is the university."
If that statement is interpreted to mean that the faculty
are the only ones at this university currently doing anything usefol toward making positive changes here, then I
would have a hard time arguing differently.
What drove this point h_ome was a story about our student Board of Directors in this issue. The BOD approved a
referendur:! Jpposing a bill in the Legislature that proposes
to ban alcohol on all public university campuses.
Russell Johansen, the BO~ Lepresentative to clubs and
organizations, said: "(There) are a lot more important
things (for the legislators) to deal with."
It was an inadvertantly ironic statement, I'm sure,
because I think Russell is an effective representative. But
the irony is there nonetheless - in fact, there a lot more
important things for our BOD to deal with.
Think about it. Nobody seriously wants to ban alcohol on
campuses, because there are too many moneyed interests
who stand to lose, so of course the bill's going nowhere.
Does our disgust register with anyone in Olympia? Unlikely. It's an impotent, quixotic gesture at best.
It seems like our BOD cares a lot more about establishing itself on the state stage than putting out the home
fires, to mix a metaphor. They're screaming about tuitio~
increases, which happen every year no matter what we do.
They're sending a BOD representative to Olympia on a
special racism task force to meet Gov. Gardner.
Racism is a prevalent and serious problem and should
never be taken lightly, but right now there are too many
pressing issues here on campus that should take priority.
Let's start with our faculty senate, a divided, incoherent
body that sneaked through an anti-war resolution presuming to speak for everyone and now is putting our vice
president for academic affairs through a mockNuremburg.
Where's the student statement on that? We are the ones
directly affected by what Edington does or doesn't do - he
devises and implements curriculum policy and philosophy
- so shouldn't the BOD talk about whether these policies
and philosphies are in the student's best interests, and
issue a resolution based on that?
And how about the flap over this year's commencement
ceremonies? This may affect just this year's seniors this
year, but what's happening now could set a precedent that
sooner or later will affect every student on campus. Right
now friends will be split up, families will be denied the
right to witness a milestone in their loved ones' lives.
So where's the student statement on that? Where was it
on behalf of all the teacher candidates left bewildered by
the loss ofNCATE accreditation? Where was it for all the
students living in motels and on friends' couches last fall?
If you'll recall, the BOD members were at their fighting
best last fall when they got righteously angry over the
reduced library hours and staged a sit-in. That led directly
to the decision to hire a temporary librarian and move the
closing hour up to 11 p.m. That incident showed what true
student activism can do - inspire and change.
I think, overall, the BOD is doing a reasonably conscientious job. It's just a little frustrating when you think about
what more they could be accomplishing - proving that, in
fact, "the students are the university."

l)VDE! 1HAT"S 3 IN A ROW! You GET TO MA\<E. A NEW RVL£H
.......--...........' OK! NOBODY CAN VOTE IN FAVOR OF THAT Bll.L
BANNING ALCOHOL FROM CAMPV5!

yov MVST
~\tj

DECLARE.- YOUR
WITH IT!

0

A

- Jim Thomsen

LETTERS
Storm soldier
savors Scuds
and suds
Thank you, David Forsythe,
for sending a copy of The Observer to your dad, Col. Forsythe. He has gladly loaned
out his copy to the Central
people serving with the 5oth
General Hospital in Operation
Desert Storm. They include
Robert Kerr, Jim Kummerle,
Joe Larson and myself.
Things are pretty dull around
here - except for the occasional Scud missle attack. Or
is that the Patriot missle demonstration? I think they are
one and the same. Anyway,
they are fascinating at night.
From what we hear, there is a
lot of support for the troops
back home. The soldiers of the
50th are very grateful for this.
We've received a lot of mail and
gifts from the Seattle area.
We are also thankful that
people are pr~sing for an end
to the war, preferably peace~
ful. We would all like to be
home as soon as possible.
The comments made by the
Central Faculty Senate in their
resolution did not go over very
well over here. The quotes from
your Jan. 23 issue indicate a
lack of knowledge and understanding as to why the U.S. is

involved does exist within the Probity, I voted in favor of the
faculty. I'm interested in read- B & E club. RHC was duplicating the resolution in its en- ing the food basket idea for
tirety as I'm hoping it was finals week. Under the Policy
misquoted.
Guidelines for Cl uh FundraisThank you, Patricia Maguire, ers it says: "A club or organizafor your contribution to th~ tion shall not duplicate another
issue. Also, what percentage of club or organization's unique
the faculty was involved?
fundraiser. Such guidelines
Back to more important shall be set up by the Club
things: How's "The Brother- Senate Fundraising Commithood" doing? Don't drink too tee with jurisdiction given to
much beer at The Tav! I'm the Council of Probity."
gonna need some when I get
Whether Michele likes it or
back. And hi to all the people I not, the B & E has won.
missed when I was abruptly
uprooted into active duty.
Andrew Demko
If anyone wants to write, I
return all mail.
Safe and sober in Saudi,

SPC James Gilmore
532-88-9402, 5-4
Operation Desert Storm
Arcent, 50th General
Hospital
APONY09772

Once again,
law triumphs
over justice
In response to Michele Winders' letter in the Feb. 28 issue
of The observer, I want to say
she does not understand the
food basket issue between the
B & E club and the RHC.
As a member of the Council of

Treasured
event belongs
out of doors

Graduation ceremonies should
be in the football stadium.
As a senior who will finally
graduate in June, I believe the
football stadium should be used
to afford everyone who wishes
to attend the opp~rtunity,
Some may ask: ·"Why is this .
ceremony so important?" I believe this is one of the high- .
lights of accomplishment in the
lives of many individuals and
their families. This ceremony
ranks in importance with the
baptisms, confirmations, birth

See LETTERS I page 7
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Meet America's funniest home legislators
by Jonathan Madie TM
Observer Olympia bureau

egislators are no big
deal.
In this annual
arena of grips and
grins, money lending, back
scratching, budgetary belaboring and plain ol' political
posturing, one thing stands
perfectly clear - we voted for
just regular people.
Just think. Before these
wanna-bes decided to go
through the process of
collecting the average of
5,000 votes needed to win an
election in this state, they
were just like you and me.
What's so interesting is that
this other life they lived
before becoming a politico

L

COMMENTARY™
still lingers.
For example, Gary Locke,
D-Seattle, chairman of the
powerful House Appropriation Committee, has a phony
laser beam switch™ under
his desk on the House chamber floor. This guy regularly
tosses around billions of
dollars each year, and yes,
that includes money that
could go to Central™.
And Rep. Sim Wilson, DMarysville, loves his Mickey
Mouse watch. At least it's not
aRolexTM.
So are they serious? Or are
they not taking it all seriously in a serious manner?
They sure look serious when

they're up there looking down
on the people testifying
before their committee and
basically begging for millions
of dollars. They sit drinking
coffee in their pressed suits
drilling the beggars on why
they need the money. Then
they relax, sit back and fall
asleep.
Why not? They're done.
They asked their question.
They did what their constituents expected them to do.
Besides, they're just plain
old people™. It's great being
an intern newspaper reporter
from Central™ and watching
these "plain old people™" at
work.
Legislators regularly leave a
committee hearing to grab a
Coke™, call their grandchil-

dren or shake the hand of a
generous corporate lobbyist.
The hearing could even be
on something like, say,
whether the state should use
lethal injection or hanging as
the official way to die in this
state, or whether CentrarrM
should get the hundreds of
millions of dollars it wants.
Then ask them about it.
"Oh, I just signed that bill
for the hell of it," sad Sen.
E.G. "Pat" Patterson TM, RPullman, about a bill that
proposed renaming Interstate
90 the American Veterans
Memorial Highway.
But let's not spend too much
time considering those
important issues. No, let's
draft a bill on whether
Washington should have a

state tartan (Scottish skirts).
Yes, I'm serious.
Or how about a bill that
would create a "legislative
old-timers" party? And I
know everyone at Central is
behind the bill that would
ban alcohol on campus.
There was also a bill that
proposed allowing eastern
Washington to secede from
the rest of the state. It would
be called "Lincoln." Patterson, the sponsor of the bill,
joked that he would call the
new state's capital "Abe."
It made the front page of my
newspaper.
So, are they serious? You're
darned right they are!
Folks, you voted for Joe
Blow™.
Get me out of here!

From LETTERS I page 6
announcements, high school
graduations, marriages and big
company promotions - milestones in every family history.
I find it ironic I am in college
to learn educational techniques
for the classroom that teach me
to exhibit feelings for my students in their social problems
while going to great lengths to
entice them to be interested to
learn the curriculum presented
so they may bec.ome useful
and productive citizens.
Now that my education is
nearly complete, however, my
own family cannot be present
to watch me receive my degree
from this university - a ceremony that indicates a great
accomplishment, a product of
very hard work, as well as an
-Ji excellent modeling experience for my children.
I'm sure it has been a wonderful tradition for Central to have
its graduation ceremonies in
Nicholson Pavilion. Everyone
realizes, however, there comes
a time when even the favorite
shoe no longer fits. In lieu of
building a new facility to house
this event, we should just move
to the stadium next door.
Other universities have their
celebrations outdoors. A few
years ago, my husband graduated from Washington State
University on a slightly overcast day. His graduation ceremony only began with the formal ceremony at the stadium
- but ended with a large gettogether with family and
friends.
At a time in our nation when
a new emphasis is being placed
on the importance of family ,
it's time we started taken
advantage of these "golden"
opportunities to model and
nurture rather than require
"teachers" to fill the gap.
Institutions of higher learning are supposed to be leaders
in demonstrating ideals for
others to follow. Perhaps changing this celebration from one
where a few "select" may at-

tend to one that includes the
family will reap many future
rewards.
P.S. - I ·forgot to mention
that I need about 30 tickets for
graduation. Two just won't fill
the order.
Carolyn DuVall

Shannon blew
incident out
of proportion
I'm glad Shannon Hopkins
had the opportunity to vent
her frustration over a group of
"old men" who almost disrupted
her inaugural Manastash reading program.
I was sitting in the English
department trying to think
great thoughts when Shannon
came through like an Irish
tempest complaining to everyone about these "terrible men."
One would have thought these
"locals" were against literary
publications using one of the
revered names of the region.
That not being the case, one
would assume this was their
regular lunch-time meeting in
their regular lunch-time spot.
I will agree they were acting
like men. You know, insensitive, omnipotent and selfish.
Myself being a man, I can attest to these virtues .. .I mean
weaknesses.
Shannon, being a woman,
missed a perfect opportunity
to practice the womanly virtues ofpoliteness, warmth and
courtesy. Could she not have
walked ·over to them and said:
"Gentlemen, it seemq our reading is gettingin the way ofyour
talking. Since there are only
four of you and many of us,
would you please consider
moving to a quieter area?
Thank you."
It seems to me Shannon's
dilemma was handled like a
man would handle it - with
poor communication. Instead

KIM'S GEMSTONE CUTTING

JEWELRY
FINE JEWELRY• SETTINGS • SPECIAL ORDERS • REPAIRS
/"EMERALDS ·• RUBIES • ELLENSBURG BLUES"""
SAPPHIRES •INDIAN JEWELRY • AMETHYSTS

DIAMONDS • SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES •
BLACKHILLS ·GOLD

109W3RD

·.

925-4900

of acting like a man by getting
angry, complaining to everyone except the people involved
and then gettingthe officials to
come up with a procedure to
make sure it will never happen
again, she could have handled
it like .my mother would have.
She would have completely
ignored them or politely asked
them to move.
I also wonder if Shannon has
anything against old men?
What would she have done if
they were young men - or
women?

Michael Ulrich

r---------,

FINALS WEEK IS COMING -IS YOUR BRAIN READY?

BRAIN PEP & JBJRA.lN F()(J)D
*Increases concentration
*Better memory recall
*Increases mental alertness
*All natural -- not a stimulant

Better Life Natural Foods -Your store for the .filfure.
925-2505

111W.6th Street

I
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I
I
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I

The simplest form of FOOT
LAUNCHED FLIGHT yet
encountered.

10% Off Beginning
Lessons With coupon
Sales • Service • Adventure Tours
APA Certified • Radio Supervised

509-925-5565
P.O. Box 4 • Ellensburg, WA 98926 USA

~---------.J
on Tune up and
26 point oil change

on
most Cars
and Light Trucks
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SCENE

-Instructor Mike Eberle gives
ground instruction to student
Robin Wehl before her first
launch at Watt Canyon (right);
North American Paragliding
student Tony Aponte flies over
Jackson Hole, Wyo. (below).
photos courtesy of Mike Eberle and Robin
Wehl

Flying the friendly skies
by Monica Schuchard
Scene editor

entral students Robin Wehl
and Carl Zapffe know what
it's like to fly.
Both Wehl and Zapffe have
flown the friendly skies of Central
Washington with the help of North
American Paragliding and its lead instructor, Mike Eberle.
W ehl, 20, took her first flight last fall
quarter. The junior community health
education major said she decided to
paraglide when she received extra
money from a summer paycheck.
"I had all this money and I just wanted
to blow it," she said, "I wanted to do
something really free and different and
unique."

C

The cost for two days of beginning
instruction at North American Paragliding is approximately $158. A 10
percent discount is available for Central students.
Wehl said fear replaced excitement
the night before her flight.
"I was in my room, it was a Friday
night, and I thought, 'Tomorrow I'm
going paragliding, oh my God!' I was a
little freaked out."
W ehl said the experience of flying was
well worth the initial fear.
"It's a really exciting fear," she said.
"When you're airborne, it just feels so
incredible."
For junior Zapffe, fear was never involved.
Zapffe, 20, is a flight technology major
and has earned his private pilots li-

cense. No stranger to flying, Zapffe
said paragliding offers more freedom than flying a plane.
"I've always done a lot of hiking,"
he said,"I'd climb to the top of the
mountain and wish I could just
glide down."
Zapffe understands the dangers
involved in any form of flight, but
said it doesn't keep him from doing
it.
"The risk is what makes it fun,"
he said.
Zapffe has almost earned his
Class I pilots license from the
American Paragliding Association.
He said he plans to continue his
training.

See FL YING I page 9

Brinson plays prove no-doze entertainment
by Marla J. Pugh
Staff reporter

For most audiences, a night
out at "Sleeping Beauty (or
Coma)" and "Vampire Lesbians of Sodom" may be more of
a variety show and psychedelic
flashback than a typical theatre experience.
The two one-act plays opened
to a full house Friday night at
Central's Tower Theatre.
The plays, directed by Central drama student Elise Brinson, posed unique challenges
in comparison to its counterpart plays of the season.
First, the cast assumes dual
roles between the two plays.
Second, three of the female
roles are played by men.
The decision to have men
playing women is one made by
playwright Charles Busch in
the script.
Todd Oliver as "Coma's" Miss
Thick and ''Vampires" evil
Succubus, and Andy Hoffman
as ''Vampires" virgin, play
convincing women.

DRAMA REVIEW
Oliver, with his large frame
and male features, is especially
outstanding, his true gender
being forgotton soon after the
play begins.
Both actors are more than
men in drag though, and are
able to capture the women they
play. While the actors are able
to have fun in their roles, they
are also able to realisticallycarry off the bonds these two
strange women have for one
another.
Oliver, in the first of the two
plays "Sleeping Beauty (or
Coma)" is equally convincing
as the high-strung old maid
Miss Thick. While Thick and
the Succubus are very different women, Oliver does them
both charmingly, right down to
walks and gestures.
Danielle Cherry, as the Sleeping Beauty, Enid Wetwhistle,
is splendid as an upcoming
model trying to find out who
she really is. While Cherry has

played minor roles in other
Central productions, her lead
in this playAisplays her ability
as an outstanding comedienne.
Also in "Coma," making her
acting debut in this year's series of plays, is Leesa Thayer
as the outrageous yet sensitive
Fauna. In a difficult scene
where she kisses Enid, her performance is warm and touching. She is able to show dimension to a character that could
have easily been played like
paper.
Hoffman, as the neurotic eccentric Sebastian provided
much of the comedy for the
evening (I point to his wardrobe and dancing technique for
part of the credit). While his
walk and voice added to his
character as Sebastian, he fails
to vary it very much for his
second role as the virgin in
''Vam pires."
This is also the case for Joe
Lindsay. While playing a marvelous Barry in "Coma", right
down to the bobbirigofthehead
and the perpetual pointing

finger, he is unable to switch
effectively to King Carlisle in
''Vampires." His acting seems
flat as King, and unconvincing
comnared to his first role.
Seaii. White, Tricia Thiel, Scott
Smith, Mike Wilson, Greg
Goessman, Abe Stanton,
· Nellinda Lewis and Janice
Kuch round out the cast of both
plays ·with splendid supporting humor.
A star not spotlighted on stage
is student designer Becky Llewellyn. While designing the
works for an eccentric designer
must not be an easy task, Llewellyn is able to apply ideas in
the script effectively, from
Sebastian's Liberace-like leisure suit, to crushed velvet
evening shorts. Her talent
enables her to add realism to
Hoffman and Oliver's roles as
well,(notaneasyendeavorconsidering she is putting women's
clothes on male bodies.)
Elise Brinson, in her second
play as a director, was also
able to add her creative flairs,
most notibly in "Coma" when

Enid, Ian, and Fauna pose for
the camera in a variety of corny
shots. This scene, combined
with the funny, but overdone
chase scene, re-establishes the
movie-style of 1960s London.
Brinson is also able to keep
the action on stage campy, but
not too far off base, and allows
the characters to be real as
well as fantastic.
For students who were born
in the 1960s, it is especially fun
to be able to witness the era we
emerged in. From Beatles music, to paisleys, to LSD trips
andmod talk, "Coma" is a flashback to a time we may not have
been able to experience first
hand, but heard much about.
"Vampire Lesbians of Sodom"
and "Sleeping Beauty (or
Coma)" continue to show March
7, 8 and 9 at 8 p.m. in Central's
Tower Theatre. Tickets are $3
for students, $4 for general audiences and are available
through the drama department
or at the door. Both plays are
rated R due to mature subject
matter.

The Observer
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W ehl and Zapffe made their
first launches at nearby Watt
Canyon.Bothlaunchedonthe
first day of instruction.
Paragliding is the newest
form of foot-launched flight to
hit the United States. Eberle
said it became popular in the
States just two years ago. The
sport was fine-tuned in Europe before making its way
west.
Before the creation of paragliding, the most prevalent
form of foot-launched flight
was hangliding.
With the invention of paragliding, flight became more
accessible.
A paraglider
weighs just 15 to 20 pounds,
compared to 150 pounds for a
hanglider. Eberle said the
reduced weight makes paragliding a great sport for
women. Paragliding equipment is also less expensive
than hangliding equipment.
Eberle said paragliding is
also much easier than hangliding.
"It is the simplest form of
foot-launched flight available,"
he said.
Contrary to popular belief,
paragliding pilots do not jump
off of cliffs. That is reserved
for base-jumpers.
Pilots
launch by running down a hill,
picking up wind speed as they
go.
Eberle described the launch
as "a smooth separation."
Pilots launch from heights
ranging from 100 to 2, 000 feet.
Eberle begins his pilots with
ground instruction and progresses upward as the students gain confidence.
He maintains radio contact
with the studentfothroughout
the flight.
Eberle began North American Paragliding in 1988. He
attended Central for six years
and instructed paragliding on
the side.
He said his background in
rock and ice climbing made
him a natural for paragliding.
Like Zapffe, he wanted to find,
"a quicker way down."
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Spring break rocks both sides of the mountains
by Gina Zukoski
Entertainment columnist

With winter quarter nearing
a close and finals rapidly
approaching, how about
taking a break to enjoy some
music?
Tomorrow night is the
quarterly favorite, Jazz
Nite. Beginning at 8 p.m. in
Hertz Recital Hall, two jazz
choirs and three jazz bands
will sing and swing.
Sunday at 3 p.m. Geoffrey
Boers will direct the University Chorale and Chamber
Choir in concert, also in
Hertz.
Sunday at 7 p.m., "Music
Box" will be shown, closing
the Classic Film Series in
McConnell Auditorium.
If you are retaining your
Ellensburg residency over
spring break, there will be a
lot of music at The New Mint
Tavern. Tomorrow and
Saturday nights, The
Wheels, (from Bellevue) will
be rolling through town ... they
will also play March 15 and
16. Playing March 20 to 23 is

WATCH FORAN
OBSERVER
EXTRA EDITION
DURING
FINALS
WEEK...
it could

The Whistlepigs with Dan
Pellegrini. The band also
plays Wednesday and Thursday nights throughout
March.
March 16 is the big St.
Paddy's Day blowout downstairs at Adeline's. The Divining Rods are featured
guests, and the winner of the
graffiti contest will be announced.
And lest you think that
Ellensburg houses all the
excitement, the area westward will definitely keep
those of you heading there
well satisfied!
Providing the greatest aural
(as well as financial) satisfaction is downtown Seattle's
Pioneer Square District. By
paying one joint cover charge,
you gain admittance to over
half a dozen clubs on Thursday, Friday or Saturday
nights,
Participating clubs include:
Doc Maynard's, the Old
Timer's Cafe, Larry's and
more. Doc's, at 610 First
Ave., is home for Seattle's
most popular R&B and rock

'n' roll bands, Duffy Bishop
& The Rhythm Dogs and
Freddy & The Screamers.
Just down the street at The
New Orleans Creole Restaurant, local/national jazz and
blues acts are presented
every night. Next Friday,
The Rhythm Boys will play
their hot swing andjumpin'
jive music. This band, for
which my brother was the
original bass player, capitalizes on the fiery music of the
post-Prohibition period.
If you're a jazz fan, you
won't want to miss the
unequivocal musical mastery
of the Ray Brown Trio,
playing two sets nightly at
Dimitriou's Jazz Alley at
Sixth and Lenora. Brown's
engagement runs March 11
to 23.
Ross Shafer waxes witty at
Seattle's Improv Comedy
Club, March 12 to 17. Shafer
entertained at Central during
Parent's Weekend 1989.
On St. Patrick's Day, try the
party at The Central, 207
First Ave. S., with Seattle's
longest running rockers, Jr.

M

ARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONlli

happen!

Shack, Check Out On-Campus Housing And
Start Living The Carefree Life.
We currently have several one-bedroom
apartments available in Brooklane Village
for single students (22 years of age and
older) or families.
For more information, contact the CWU
Housing Office located in Button Hall or
call 963-1831.

Check out our display at

The
University
Store

C\.·~1 U

Students,
Faculty
& Staff:

Winter Quarter
Graduates-

If You Are Tired Of Living In The Same Old

Cadillac. The band was
inducted into the Hall of
Fame at last Sunday's
Northwest Association of
Music Awards (NAMA).
Jake O'Shaugghnessey's,
100 Mercer St., brings in
another Seattle favorite, The
Rangehoods, for its St.
Paddy's party.
For less club, and more
concert hall action, try the
Paramount Theatre March
15or16, when the Robert
Cray Band will be in concert.
Bellingham's The Posies,
who won the NAMA Song of
the Year award for "Golden
Blunders" will play the
Moore Theatre on March 15.
Portland's success story,
The Crazy 8s, celebrating
nine years together will play
The Backstage in Ballard
March 15and16.
And finally, the blue-eyed
soulsters themselves, Hall &
Oates, rock the Paramount
on Wednesday, March 20.
Have a safe and enjoyable
spring break, and see you
next quarter!

Last chance to
take advantage of
our educational
discount. ..
purchase your
Macintosh
computer

(i;~

Did you
know
that The
University Store has
Microsoft Word for
$89.95 and
Microsoft Works for
$94.95?
Can't beat
that.

"Leaders are not born,
they are developed,
almost completely by their own
effort."

~9:.-=---

Just a
'~-~Reminder!
Election Packets are
available in Student
Activities, SUB 214.

Take the intiative towards developing your leadership potential by registering for the CEL Leadership Conference
today.

Consider being a part of
the 1991-92 ASCWU
Board of Directors.

The Center for Excellence in Leadership

Last Day to File-.
April 1

Presents

The Annual Leadership Conference
Saturday, April 6, 1991 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Space is limited so reserve your place today at the SUB Information Booth
or Student Activities, SUB 214.
This is a no cost event sponsored by ASCWU Student Activities.
For more information contact Alana Hastings or Keith Champagne
at 963-1691, SUB 214.

Informational
MeetingMarch 7, 3 p.m. in the
SUB Yakima Room
Primary ElectionApril 9
General ElectionApril 18

Leave Your Mark ..•

Run for Office!

Alot of campus rapes start here.
Thafs why: whi.:n ;ou part): good to
what your Em!h arc.
)bu see. a Huie soberfog tho~ight now can save you from a big
prob!i:m later.

ASCWU

This is a paid advertisement.
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SPORTS

Four -wrestlers are All-Anterican,
teain places 11th in -the nation
by Brian Curran
Staff reporter

Twenty years ago Gary
Stevenson earned All-American honors at the NAIA
National Wrestling Tournament.
Finishing fourth, he helped
Central win its first national
team title in any sport.
This year his son, Sandy,
went to the :pational tournament and placed fourth as he
led the Wildcats to their best
finish since 1985.
Stevenson, who won five of
his seven matches in last
weeks tournament, finished
the season with a school
record 3 7 victories against
six losses.
With this record he also
established a new Central
career mark for victories
with 83 wins.
Moreover, he is only a
junior and will therefore
have next year to build on
his victory record.
Nick Nastri also wrestled.
exceptionally well in the
tournament to capture All-

Baseball
team
wins first
_game

WRESTLING
American honors as he
placed seventh.
Nastri's only two losses
were by one point each as he
was edged out fr-4 and 4-3.
Craig Iverson lost ten
pounds before the tournament to drop from his ,
regular weight class (177) to
compete in the 16 7-pound
division.
He pinned his first three
opponents and went on to
capture fifth place and AllAmerican honors.
Only a sophomre, Iverson
will return next year and
will solidly fill his division.
Mark Bonthuis won three
matches and lost two as he
placed seventh and earned
All-American honors.
Bonthuis, who was out part
of the season because of
injury, will also return next
year.
As a team, the Wildcats
placed 11th in the nation,
and earned the respect they
were seeking from the rest of

BASEBALL

runs.
In the fourth inning the
'Cats came alive, putting
together a four-run inning.
The 'Cats had 14 hits, including five doubles (Sean
Siemon had two of them) and
a home run by Brett Meek to
Team goes 1-1-1
rally past the Mountaineers.
Catcher Chad Bala homat tournament
ered in both of the games
played on Saturday. His
two-run shot in the first
by Brian Curran
inning of the opener enabled ,
Staff reporter
the 'Cats to jump to a 3-0 ·
lead. Willamette, however,
Central's baseball team
bounced back from a 6-1 defisnapped its five-game losing
cit to earn the tie.
streak Sunday with a 14-8
Tom Magruder, who finwin over Eastern Oregon
ished
the tournament with
State College.
five hits in nine at-bats and
The 'Cats next game will be
five RBis, drove in four runs
March 16 when they host
with a foadoffhomer in the
Warner Pacific for two
second and a three-run
games.
double in the fifth.
Last weekend, the 'Cats
In Saturday's second game,
went 1-1-1 in an invitational
LCSC
took advantage of four
tournament at Lewiston.
first-inning errors to jump to
They tied Willamette 11-11
a 5-0 lead.
in a game called because of
Mike Thomas pitched the
the 2-hour, 20-minute time
final
2 2/3 innings and
limit.
allowed just one run on a
The loss, 10-3, came from
solo home run by LCSC's
Lewis and Clark State
Don
Montgomery. It was his
College, who are the fourthird
straight solid pitching
time defending national
performance.
NAIA champions.
Thomas has a 3.12 earned
In Sunday's win, Barry
run
average in three appearGlenn led the team with
ances covering 8 2/3 innings.
three hits in three at-bats
Pitcher Greg Feeder leads
and drove in three runs. His
the
team with a 2.70 ERA,
two-run single helped the
allowing
one run in three ap'Cats' momentum in the third
pearances.
inning as they scored five

the nation.
Northern Montana ended
up with 100.75 points,
claiming the overall team
championship.
Coach Heikes was proud of
the team's accomplishment,
but would have liked to
finish in the top ten.
"I'm disappointed that we
didn't place in the top ten,
but 11th isn't bad when you
placed 44th the year before,"
he said.
"We set our goals too low. I
hoped each kid would be an
All-American. I don't know
if they felt they could be
national champions. They
set their goals at becoming
All-Americans."
In summing up the team's
performance at the national
tournament, Coach Heikes
explained: "We were in
better shape physically than
any otp.er team there. We
won matches because we
were in better shape. We
won matches because we
have great assistant
coaches. I can't thank them
enough."

Sandy Stevenson

Mark Bonthuis

Craig Iverson

Nick Nastri

Swimmers ·s tart main
portion of national
tournament today,
by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

Central's men which reclaimed the Men's Northwest Small-College swimming championships last
weekend, ri.ow turns its
attention to the NAIA
national meet.
The men will enter 13
swimmers and four divers
in the national meet, and
hope to improve on last
year's eighth place finish.
The University of Puget
Sound and Pacific Lutheran are the co-hosts of
the tournament which
began yesterday in Federal Way.
The only first-day events
are men's one-meter and
women's three-meter
diving.
The main portion of the
meet gets underway
Thursday.
Cenfral's women will
enter 10 swimmers and
three divers.
The Lady 'Cats, who
placed second to defending
national champion UPS in
last weekend's regional
meet, also placed eighth a
year ago at nationals.
·

SWIMMING
Central's women established six new national
qualifying marks and
improved on seven others
in the meet.
Among the new qualifiers
vvere Ali Landry, Michele
Blum and Jennifer Shirley.
In the regional meet held
last week in Ellensburg,
the Wildcats won six
individual titles, all in the
men's division.
Tom Wright and Buzz
Vickery were double winners.
Wright swept the two
diving events and Vickery
won the 100 butterfly and
100 backstroke.
Carl Anderson won the
1650 freestyle.
Central also won the
men's 200 medley relay
event as Vickery, Marc
Vuylsteke, Andy Platte and
Sig Kohl set a meet record
in the event with a time of
1:37.43.
Wright, Vickery, Platte
and Raif Moon are all returningindividual event
All-Americans, and look to
lead Central to a top finish.

Two claim
All-American
honors f t:lr
outdoor track
Thompson, Baker
shine at nationals
by Greg L. Miller
Sports editor

Central placed 13th in the
Men's NAIA National
Indoor Track-and-Field
championship last weekend
· at Kansas City, Mo.

OUTDOOR TRACK
The 'Cats finished with 10
1/2 points.
Lubbock Christian, Tex.,
won the team title with 66
points.
Simon Fraser finished ·
· ninth with 23 points.
Keith Baker won the 60
meter high ,;hurdles title
and Kenny Thompson
placed sixth in the high
jump to earn All-American
honors.
Baker was timed in 7.46 in
the hurdle event, Thompson high jumped 6-9.
Central's outdoor trackand-field season gets
underway this Saturday
when both the men's and
women's teams compete in
the Salzman Relays at
Pacific Lutheran University.
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Open Till 2am Every Night During Finals Week .
I

$3.00 OFF!

I
I
I

Any Medium Pizza or-

$1.00 OFF!

I

Any Small Pizza

I
I

$2.00 OFF!

II
I

I r;~_;:

II. ;1.

I V~lid at participating stores only.

I

I

I
I
I

Any Large Pizza or-

L

:.:~;::.
ot~er

$2.99

I
I
I
I

plus tax

.
.
Any Small 1 Topping Pizza

$5. 99 plus tax
Any Large 1 Topping Pizza

II

Coupon Good.for Pick-Up Orders Only.

I1 ~~~;:

II. ?1-

I

:.:;::. I

ot~er

Not valid with any
offer.
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any
offer. .
Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery
Delivery areas limite~ to ensure safe d~iving. Our driv~rs ~arry less
areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers car~ less than
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
.$20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.

1

I

I

I

_I

r•••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••,
I

Late Night

I
II

1

I
I

lo p.m.-2a.m.

L

For the price of a medium order any Large pizza and
pay the price of a medium with same number of
toppings. Limit 4_pizzas per coupon.

= ~~~:
I
I
I

p·
arge 1zza

11. ;1.

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
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$3.00 OFF!

I

I
II

Any Large Pizza or-

I
II

$2.00 OFF!
Any Medium Pizza or-

I

$1 00 OFF'
·
·

I
I

Any Small Pizza

1
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I
I
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Call Us!
CLIP THESE COUPONS
_
925 6941
AND CALL TONIGHT
Corner
FOR A HOT DEAL.
8th & Anderson
Hours:
11am-1am

Sun.-Thurs.
11am-2am

Fri.-Sat.

=
I
I
I

-

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer.
Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
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OPEN FOR
LUNCH

I
I
I
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Men start track season
with district title. hopes
With five All-Americans and
six different District 1
champions returning, Central
could make a strong bid to
win its first NAIA District 1
men's track-and-field team
championship since 1988.
Charles Chandler begins his
second season as Central's
track-and-field coach Mar. 9
when the Wildcats compete
in the Salzman Relays at
Pacific Lutheran University.
Chandler, 29, replaced Spike
Arlt on an interim basis last
season when Arlt was on
sabbatical. His appointment
was made permanent this
fall.
"We're definitely capable of
challenging for the district
title," Chandler, a standout .
hurdler for Central between
1985 and 198 7, said.
"We have outstanding depth
and quality in the sprints
and we should be stronger in
the distance and jumping
events," he said.
The return of race-walker
David Cummings well also be
a big boost to the 'Cats not
only in the district championships but also in the national
meet.
Cummings, a three-time
Olympic Trials qualifier,
placed second at nationals in
the 10,000 meter race-walk
in 1988, but sat out the past
two seasons.
The Wildcats placed 18th in
the national meet a year ago
after placing third in the
district meet.
Returning All-Americans in
addition to Cummings
include Kenny Thompson in
the highjump, Dave Phillips
in the discus, Greg Olsen in
the 400 intermediate hurdles
and Keith Baker in the high
hurdles.
Thompson in the high jump,
Phillips in the discus, Olsen
in the intermediate hurdles,
Brian Meyer in the 400
meters and James Mitchell in
the 100 meters all won
district titles.
Mitchell shared the Outstanding Male-Performer
Award with Simon Fraser's
Dan Bertoia.
Pacific Lutheran, which will
host this year's district meet
May 10-11, won its second
straight team title last year
with 218 points outdistancing
Wes tern Washington (200)
and Central (178) in a tight
three-team race.
The Wildcats only major loss
off that team was Roi). Olson,
who will transfer to Western
this spring.
Olson, who won't be able to
compete for the Vikings until
next spring, was the district
long jump champion and
placed second in the high
jump, triple jump and decathlon and fourth in the
discus.
"We'll miss Ron in the
decathlon, but I think we
have the people to replace
him in most of the other
events," Chandler said.
With Mitchell leading the
way, the 'Cats should be
outstanding in the sprints.

In addition to winning the
100 in a meet-record time of
10.5, James placed second in
the 200 in a time of 22.18.
Thompson and Baker were
fourth and fifth in the 100,
while Meyer and Baker were
fourth and sixth, respectively, in the 200.
The addition of Art Ballard,
Les Matthews and Chris
Costello solidifies an already
outstanding sprint group.
Ballard ran a 10.4 at
Bellevue CC and only two

"We're definitely
capable of
challenging for
the district ti tie.
We have
outstanding depth
and quality in the
sprints and we
should be
stronger in the
distance and
jumping events."
- Coach Charles
Chandler
runners in Central school
history have faster times.
Matthews placed fourth in
the 100 (10.6) and fifth in the
200 (21.9) at last spring's
AAA state meet.
Costello had bests of 11.1
and 22.6 at Tumwater.
With Mitchell, Baker,
Matthews and Ballard,
Central has the makings of
its best 400 meter relay team
in school history, according to
Chandler.
Last year, the Wildcats won
the event at districts in a
time of 41.8.
Central was virtually shutout in the middle distance
and distance events in the
1990 district meet.
That should change this
spring with the addition of
Rob Kyl~r.
Kyler returns in the 800
meters after missing the
1990 season. He placed
fourth at districts in 1989.

r- - - - - -
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I
I
I
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MEN'S TRACK
and is a possible national
qualifier, according to Chandler.
In the hurdles., Baker's best
of 14.4 in the 110 high
hurdles is the second best in
school's history.
Ivan Isaacson and Craig
Maloney add hurdle depth.
Thompson leads an improved jumping corps. He set
the school-record of 6-11 in
placing fifth at the national
meet.
Freshman Mike Torres has
gone 6-6, and Charles Smith,
who lettered in 198'8 are the
other top jumpers for the
team.
Matthews, who can jump 23
feet, tops a deep long jumping group which also includes
Mario Andaya, Torres and
Darrin Smith.
Andaya placed eighth at
districts a year ago.
In the triple jump, Andaya
hopes to improve on last _
year's eighth place district
finish (40-2 3/4) and Green
River transfer Pete Wilson
also has district possibilites.
Rick Maib placed third in
the pole vault at 13-51/4 and
could be a 14-footer.
Ernie Wagner, a 1990 squad
member, also returns in the
pole vault.
In the weight events, AllAmerican Dave Phillips
returns in the discus, shot
put and hammer.
He placed third at nationals
after winning the district
discus title and was fourth at ·
districts and 11th at nationals in the shot.
Kent Stoddard will join
Phillips in the discus. He
placed fifth at state in the
event his junior season.
The shot put group includes
Phillips, Stoddard, 1_990
letterwinner Jason Drilich
and freshman Brett Koss.
Following the Salzman
Relays, Central is entered in
an invitational at Washington, mar. 16.
The 'Cats have no home
meets on their 1991 schedule,
which concludes May 23-25
with the NAIA national meet
at Stephenville, Tex.

COUPON

-----,

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL

I
I
I
I
I

Any tee or
tank regularly priced
up $18.95-

to

ONLY
this
$8• 00 with
coupon

Limit 1 per coupon

•

Expires 3-31-91

__ .J
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Women looking to become
district track power this season
With 14 ofl6 letter winners
returning, there is hope
Central's women's track and
field squad could crack the
top four this spring at the
district meet for the first
time sincel 983.
Central finished fifth last
year with 71 points and only
sprinter Mikki Bergmann,
who was fifth in the 100 and
the 200 meters and ran on
two of the team's three relay
teams, was lost to graduation.
"We have pretty good depth
in the sprints, hurdles and.
throwing events and we have
some quality in the distance
events," second-year Coach
Charles Chandler said.
"Hopefully, we can move up
one or two places in the team
standings."
Kelli Lambert was Central's
top finisher in the district
meet a year ago, placing
second in the 800 meter in a
time of 2:15.0.
She advanced to the second
round in the national meet
before being eliminated.
Kris Kjolso also competed at
nationals il). the hepathlon,
placing 14th.
She was fith in the district
heptathlon and also placed
sixth in the javelin and
seventh in the 100 meter
hurdles.
Lambert also competes in
the sprints. She is one of five
sprinters who give the
Wildcats good depth in the

short events.
The only returning district
point scorer, however, is
Heather Wade who was
seventh in the 200 meters in
a time of 27.11.

"We have pretty
good ·
depth in the
sprints, hurdles
and throwing
events and we
have some quality
in the distance
events,"
-Coach Charles
Chandler
The sprint corps also includes Becky Midles, who
placed eighth in the 100
meters in the 1989 district
meet, plus two freshmanShalma Wellington and
Dawn Fletcher, who were the
MVPs last spring for ·their
respective high S'chool
squads.
In the 400 meter, Central
has two district point scorers
returning.
Tami Esposito placed fifth
(1 :01.59), and Julie Brunaugh was seventh (1:04.04).
Both are improved, according
to Chandler.
Adding strength to the
quarter mile are Lambert,

Experience comfort in exciting new colors·
and scyles for men, women
and children. Repair
service available.

MUNDV'S SHOES
Fourth and Pearl

925-9725

WOMEN'S TRACK
Fletcher, and Sara Ketner,
who, as a junior at Clover
Park High School, had a
third place finish.
In the middle distances,
Lambert will challenge for
district honors in the 800
meter and Molly Hatfield
returns in the 1500 meter
after missing the 1990
season.
Another area that has good
depth is the throwing events.
Last year Sandy Draper
placed sixth in the shot put
and Kjolso and Tracy Veness
were sixth and eighth in the
javelin.
In the shot put, Draper is
joined by two-year letter
winner Laura Records and
1990 squad member Molly
Winegar.
The same three will also
compete in the discus. Veness
and Kjolso are the only two
javelin throwers. Kjolso is
also Central's lone heptathlete.
The 'Cats begin their outdoor
season Saturday March 9
when it competes in the
Salzman Relays at Pacific
Lutheran University.

Chicken
TheLi htWay
Now.
$2.4

Sale Ends
March 31, 1991

··. . .

This lighthearted chicken sandwich weighs in at aruu11J 300 calories.
Its a perfectly grilled, wholesome and juicy fillet of chicken, highlighted
with a reduced calorie mayonnais.e, lettuce and tomato, • .
all on a wheat bun, all at a great low price. Delight in
1
the light today.
1 : •
At participating Dairy Queen" Brazier'" Stores.

®

We Treat.You Right®

brazie'®

Dairy Queene stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
Telethon, which benefits local hospitals for children.

West Interchange at 10th & Alder

MA1'E'RIAL FOR BAND
& CHOIR MEMBERS IS
NOW IN/

410N. PEARL
925-5942

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/ANALYST APPRENTICE POSITIONS ...
Now accepting student applications for Spring Quarter 1991
Auxiliary Servi~s Computing is now
accepting applications for our
Col!lputer Programmer/Analyst
Apprentice Program. We presently
need a qualified student to assist our
professional staff with design,
development, testing, implementation
and maintenance of infonnation
systems. This position involves

working with the staff of Auxiliary
Services.

demonstrate acceptable programming
and consulting abilities.

On-the-job ttaining will increase the
knowledge and experience of the
selected individual. Employment
opportunities between academic
quarters and during the summer is
available if you successfully

QUALIFICATIONS (minimum)
1. Preference is given to students with
actual work experience, full- or
part-time, in computer
programming, consulting or other
data processing fields and to those
who will be enrolled during the
-1992-93 academic year.
2. Apprentices must currently be
enrolled as full-time CWU students
(12 or more credits) during the
1991-92 academic year and able to
work a minimum of 15 hours per
week, including quarter breaks and
some weekends, and 40 hours per
week during the summer break.
3. Students must be majoring in either
Computer Science, Information
Systems or a computer-related
study. They must demonstrate
proficiency in the use of DEC VAX
equipment and have experience
with microcomputers.
Two positions are open, each having
additional qualifications:

COMPUTER APPRENTICE FOR
THE CONFERENCE CENTER
This position is responsible for the
VAX Conference Center System.
Experience with data-base
management tools is a plus. PCs and
MACs are in use for word processing
and part of the Conference Center
system is PC based.
COMPUTER APPRENTICE FOR
THE UNIVERSITY .STORE
This position is responsible for the
· VAX/PC/Register network that
maintains the data for the Point-of-Sale
Systems. PC experience and ·
know ledge of retail sales systems will
be beneficial.
Starting wage is $5.55 per hour.
Compensation for summer
employment is at a higher rate
(appropriate Civil Service salary).
Applications are available from the
main desk at The Conference Center in
Courson Hall during regular office
hours. Application deadline is 5 p.m.,
April 1, 1991.
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ETC...
ACROSS
1 lnatance
5 Church bench
8 Evaluate

12 Girl's name
13 Native metal
14 Short Jacket
15 Wiped out
17 Destitute of
19 Chemlcal

compound
20 Shouts
21 Prepare for
print
23 Narrate
24 Existed
26 Contends with
28Cry
31 Either
32 Playtno card

33Fulflll

The
Weekly

34Recent
36Whlps
38 Condensed
moisture
39 Foray

41 Location
43 Publish
45Macaw
48 Second of two

Crossword
Puzzle

50 Looked with
amusement
51 Toward shelter
52 Bein debt
54Carefor
55 Promontory
56 camomile, e.g.
57 God of love
3 Declares

DOWN
1 Algonquian

lndlan
2Ventllates

8 Merrymaking

4 Mollified
5 Seed container
8 Teutonic deity
7 Marry

9 Coral Islands
10 Labor
11 Goals
16 Man's name
~~~~..., 18 Organs of sight
22Canied
23 Temporary

_.._,.._......,'""'I

shelters
_.....,.............. 24 Emerged
victorious
25 Exist

_.._..........,.._'""'I

27 Edible seed
29Poem
30Nod

35Pena
38 Seize with
the teeth
37 Old name for
Thailand
38 Tradesman
40 Poker stakes
42 Commonplace

_.._,._..,_.,...-1
_.._,.._......,'""'I
_ . . _............-I

43Scheme
44 Death rattle
48 City In Nevada
47 Sumi up
49 Decay

500c.n
53 Pronoun
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Professor (her) and·, school
Psychologist (him) want to
provide a loving, joyous, secure
home to an infant. Call Collect:
Ron and Kate - (206)-782-2196, or
Rita Bender,
attorney - (206)-623-6501.
National Marketing Firm seeks
mature student to manage promotions for top companies right on
campus. Flexiblehourswithearning potential to $2 ,500 per semester. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Karen Giunta at
(800) 592-2121.
ATTENTION! SUMMER EMPLOYMENT IN THE BEAUTIFUL ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
Spend your summer working at a
historic lodge on the edge of Rocky
Mountain National Park in
Colorado. Write to the Grand
Lake Lodge, 4155 E. Jewell
#104, Denver, CO 80222 A.S.A.P.

ENTREPRENEURS. Be your
own boss. Make big bucks selling
sunglasses. No. Inv. Req. Write
P.O. Box 70, Tualatin, OR, 97062

COUR5E ! IT
EXrLl\lNS
EVERYTtUNG.
t(f

These people will be representing
their companies on our Campus
this month. They will be hiring for
summeremployment. Pleasecome
into The Student Employment
Office located in Barge 205 and
sign up for your interview, or if
you would like more information
on these groups or future groups
that will be coming to our Campus
please come into our office.
HARVEY'S RESORT HOTEL
CASINO - MARCH 6 & 7 SUB
ROOM103
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION - MARCH 8. SUB
ROOM 204-205

Student Interns - Accepting
applications for potential student
intern positions in degree programs such as: law; public admin;
emergency mgmt; finance/acctg/
business admin; urban plng; engineering; computer sciences; architecture; geography; enviro studies; office technology. For appl
materials, send stamped self-addr
busns env to: Personnel INTRN,
Box 90012, Bellevue, WA 980099012. The City of Bellevue values
diversity in its workforce and is
committed to affirmative action.

DILBERT™ by Scott Adams
--------------------------......
DOGBERT DRE~MS Of DEATt\

03

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES. Sign up now. Contact John
Moser Jr. 925-1272.

SVDU: NL'rf' PERMSMASHES TH~ovGH THE
WALL'!!

~

"Thinking of taking some time off
from school?We need MOTHER'S
HELPERS/NANNIES. We have
prescreened families to suit you.
Live in exciting New York City
suburbs. We are established since
1984 and have a strong support
network.1-800-222-XTRA."
$100 Reward for the return of
brown and white bull terrier
("Spuds" type dog). Missing since
February 26. If you have any info.
please call 962-6793.
SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Word Processing
Term Papers/Projects/
Theses
Reasonable Rates"
962-6378

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excellent pay ptus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call refundable.
Ext.~

1-206-736-7000,

EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA

).

v00f!~
.· roofJ

HIRING Men • Women. Summer/Year

TJl[E/l/J.

Round. Fishing, Canneries, Logging,
Mining, Construction. Oil Companies .
Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation

$600 plus weekly. CALL NOWI

1·208·736·7000. Exi.-Al..QJ!l

m than youfo your t na e and e w· h
ts of - lie sbur
St. R trick's ·ay Luc ith .
t
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FRAZZINl'S PIZZA PLACE
FRAZZINI'S PIZZA PLACE
Back to School Easter Special!
$4.00 off any Large Pizza
[~zz1111~
GOOD ONLY
R· March 29,30 & 311
pizza
place

FAST SAFE DELIVERY 925-9855

FAST SAFE DELIVERY 925-9855

L------------------------------l------------------------------~
FRAZZINl'S PIZZA PLACE
FRAZZINl'S PIZZA PLACE
A Real Large 16"

Delicious
One Item Carry Out Pl:rza Only

FAST SAFE DELIVERY 925-9855
'~-----------------------------i

pizza
place

_____________________________ ,
CARRY OUT ONLY 925·9855

I

~

